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was to be there and witness it.”
Parikh commented, “I honestly cannot put the actual ceremony from Biden’s oath to Obama’s speech
into words. When then President-Elect Obama
emerged from the Capitol, I got chills. It was a
quick flashback of what I have heard, seen, and
learned from other people about the civil rights
movement. Being around 1.5 million people just
made the experience even more special. This was
the first time where I was surrounded by that many
people for one event at the same time.”
Senior Maria Musarskaya said that her favorite

“This was definitely a once-in-a-lifetime experience because to me, this is a major turning point in
the history of the United States both racially and poOn January 20th, an assemblage of 17 Bryant stulitically,” said Parikh. “People all over the world
dents and their professor, Richard Holtzman, witwould never have guessed that a minority, in racial
nessed history when they attended the inauguration
terms, would have been elected as president forty
of the forty-fourth president of the United States,
years after the Civil Rights Movement. I also say
Barack Obama.
politically because there have been political regimes
Before Inauguration Day at the nation’s capital
that have occurred in the past; this past one lasted
they took in some sites around Washington, D.C.
about 30 years and was conservative in how they
The group was part of The Washington Center, a
governed. President Obama seems the total oppoprogram that provides semester seminars and insite and he wants to change how things are done.”
ternships for college students. On JanuBoth Musarskaya and Parikh decided
ary 10, upon arrival at our country’s
to choose this unique and unforgettable
political nucleus, they began their advencourse to learn more about the governture with seminars in the morning and
ment and political system of the United
site visits in the afternoon. The group
States. Parikh commented, “I chose to
heard from Ambassadors, media experts,
take the course because I wanted to exscholars and politicians.
pand my knowledge on the behind the
Junior Pratik Parikh said, “During the
scenes of politics in Washington D.C.”
morning we listened to lectures by ProMusarskaya, who is from Moscow,
fessor Steve Ball and Professor Michael
Russia, said, “I chose to participate in the
Genovese. There were also guest speakPresidential Inauguration course because
ers such as media correspondents, inI wanted to learn more about the governcluding Dana Bash, Bob Beckel, Cal
ment system of the United States.
Thomas, Sam Donaldson from CNN and
Throughout the course I heard from exBob Shieffer from CSPAN. We then
perts about the democracy in the United
heard from a secret service agent, the forStates, I learned about the relationship
mer Press Secretary for President Bush
between the Constitution, to the presi(Dana Perino), and the ambassador of
dent, to Congress, and I was able to quesPakistan.”
tion people of power about their
The group visited the National Liberideologies and reasons for them wanting
tarian Headquarters, the Embassy of
to serve in their positions.”
Egypt, and the Embassy of Israel. Also,
“There is only so much learning that
the Newseum, the National Archives, the
can occur in the classroom,” said ProfesAir and Space Museum, as well as Capisor Holtzman. “It is outside the classtol Hill, where they met Bryant Univerroom, applying what we have studied,
sity President Ron Machtley, a past
where the ultimate learning experiences
three-term Congressman, who provided
occur. I am grateful to be a professor at
a personal tour of the area.
Professor Holtzman and students visit the White House during their trip
Bryant, where there is a true commitment
Parikh said, “We learned about the
to Washington D.C. for the Inauguration of President Barack Obama. (Pratik to experiential learning and a real apprecicampaigns in 2008, what Obama was
ation for the role that self-discovery plays
Parikh)
going to be faced with, and the media’s
in the educational process.” Professor
impact.”
moment of the entire trip to D.C. was watching
Holtzman expressed his appreciation for all those
For the final two days in D.C., some of the stuObama take the presidential oath. “That moment
who were involved in putting the entire trip todents attended the Inaugural Balls sponsored by
was so full of positive energy coming from everyone gether. “I am very thankful for the support that this
state officials and other interest groups.
around me. It was a truly historical moment that
university provided for the Washington, D.C.However, the final day in D.C. was undoubtedly
we all will be telling our children about in years to
Obama Inaugural trip. In particular, this trip could
the most unforgettable for the Bryant delegation.
come.” Musarskaya said what was happening was
not have happened without President Ron MachtApart from a crowd of millions, they watched as
inspiring. “The inaugural experience was just
ley, Dean of Arts & Sciences David Lux, Political SciBarack Obama became the next president of the
breath taking,” she reminisced. “Being part of this
ence Professor John Dietrich, and Director of
United States.
historical event made me appreciate what I have
Undergraduate Advising Lori Johnson.
Richard Holtzman, Assistant Professor of Politieven more. Knowing how far we have come as a
Holtzman concluded, “My favorite part of
cal Science, said, “Sharing the experience of the innation since slavery times made me proud and
the trip was spending time with the incredible
auguration with millions of others was, for me, the
hopeful for more great things to come. Watching
group of students that I had the pleasure of travelmost moving part of the event. There was an incred- the Inauguration of Obama in person was very inling with. While certain details of the trip will cerible energy in the air. I was struck by how quiet it
spiring—this experience unified millions of people
tainly fade from my memory, I will never forget
was at times, as if people were just soaking the feeland once again gave us a common goal to work for
those 17 special individuals and the bonds that were
ing in. Everyone there knew that they were part of
as a nation.”
established between us.”
something special and appreciated how important it

SASS seeks no limits
By Kaleigh Durkin
Public Relations Manager

In an effort to learn more about SASS and what it
has to offer, I met with two of its members, Cristine
Cox (Class of 2011) and Michael Adams (Class of
The Students Arts and Speakers Series is a brand
2010). We discussed just how it was that the comnew addition to Bryant University as of the Fall
mittee decided on which speakers to bring to cam2008 semester. The mission of SASS is as follows:
pus. They were quick to acknowledge that there
The Student Arts and Speaker Series Committee is a has been quite a difference in the way the commitnew initiative born from the Student Involvement
tee decided events last semester, and the way that
Fee. This committee is responsible for organizing
they have recently
and planning a student-cencrafted a
tered and focused arts and culschedule of
tural performance series. With ‘They plan on expand- events to
a sizeable budget, members of
ing and growing the come this sethis committee have the oppormester. The
tunity to bring well-known
commi"ee in the years two said that
and big-name speakers, perthere is no
to come.’
formers, and artists to campus
real limit to
in hopes that students and
the sort of
other members of the campus community will atgenre or event or
tend these events and then engage in dialogue
speaker the commitabout various topics of interest. The programs and
tee will host, but in
events SASS will be hosting this year and in the fuan effort to increase
ture encompass the breadth of expressive disciattendance and
plines that compose “the arts.” Be it through visual,
awareness on camperforming, language, culinary or physical arts,
pus, they based this
SASS seeks to advance a cultural co-curriculum that semester’s guests and
has been long sought after on our campus.
events on what might

have been missing from last semester’s lineup (for
example, they are hosting a poet and a troupe of
dancers this Spring, two events not held last semester). The SASS committee also took the suggestions
from their peers on campus to create a better idea of

See “SASS” on page 2

SASS
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what Bryant students would be interested in seeing.
In terms of where they see the organization going over the next few
years, Cristine and Michael mentioned
the restructure of the organization
that is to come, in hopes of bringing in
new faces with fresh ideas. They plan
on expanding and growing the committee in the years to come, and hope
that the students on the committee
next year will maintain the same level
of responsibility and dedication to
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bringing liberal speakers and events
to an otherwise business-run Bryant
campus.
There is no question that the number of diverse acts that the committee
has brought to campus, and is planning to host this spring, are the
biggest accomplishments for both
Cristine and Michael, as well as for
the committee as a whole. The organization prides itself on being capable of
bringing together eight otherwise diverse and different people to create

such a wonderful and unique group
on Bryant’s campus.
The events and the speakers that
we are able to enjoy are a direct result
of the hard work of the members:
Michael Adams (2010), Cristine Cox
(2011), Brian Waddell (2011), Kelly
O’Connell (2009), Kate Rosales (2011),
its Staff Member: Nick Poche (Resident Director), its Faculty Member:
Professor Alex Perullo (Assistant Professor of Anthropology and African
Studies), SASS Co-Chair Michelle

Thompson (2010), and its Advisor,
Meagan Sage (Assistant Director, Center for Student Involvement).
For more information on SASS and
a list of all of the events and speakers
to hit campus this spring, visit them
online at www.sassevents.org and
look for details including ticket sales
and times of the events as they approach.

Community Service Exchange kick-oﬀ!

The Community Service Fair, held January 29th, featured several organizations, including Books Are Wings, Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, and
March of Dimes. (Nicholas Millard)

Bryant goes global!
By Jenna Morris
Staﬀ Writer

expected”. Students also saw a free
trade zone, where there is no inventory shown (just samples), and nothing can leave there unless it leaves the
Every year, members of the sophocountry, therefore it must be shipped
more class have the opportunity to
home.
travel abroad during winter break
A third group of sophomores travthrough the Sophomore International
eled to Greece and Germany, mainly
Experience. This year four different
Munich and Athens. According to
groups went to France and the UK,
Kevin Pearce, one of the professors
Latin America, China, Germany and
that led this group of students, GerGreece making the Sophomore Intermany is a bit similar to the United
national Experience. This was a great
States, however it is incredibly clean
way for students to learn through real
and orderly, and everything is done on
life experience outside of the classtime. “The most moving thing we saw
room.
was Dachau concentration camp” says
Sophomores Zach McMahon and
Pearce. Greece and Germany were
Sarah Richelson, along with about 50
“chosen because they are vastly differother students, went to Beijing,
ent countries,” says Pearce. Greece had
Yangzhou, and Shanghai. Although
more of a “controlled chaos” type of
Beijing and Shanghai are very popular
environment, similar to
cities in China, many
other Mediterranean counstudents loved
‘I really enjoyed
tries. Although the acropoYangzhou.
in Athens is ancient, the
“I thought that I
bonding with my lis
majority of the buildings
would like the big
cities the best. Instead,
peers as we shared a are very modern
Students and professors
I found that the feel of
once in a lifetime alike agree that this trip is
Yangzhou (out in the
an experience of a lifetime.
mountains) was much
experience.’
“I think our students learn
more appealing to me.
more through experience
Many people on the
than in a book,” says
trip have said that they
Houston. “I want to go again next
were surprised how much they enyear,” he continues.
joyed Yangzhou,” said McMahon.
“I think seeing how people in a difStudents on the China trip also saw
ferent country live was really eyethe Olympic Village and The Great
opening. We talked to students at the
Wall of China.
Professor Tony Houston, along with Business College of Beijing Union University who described how different
Dr. Annavargula, led 44 students to
their ways of life are, but we also
Panama City, Colon, the Galapagos,
learned how similar we are,” says
and Quito. Houston loved the “diverRichelson.
sity of animals and plants” found in
“I just enjoyed being somewhere
the Galapagos. Students on the Latin
that not many people will ever go in
American trip experienced things they
their lifetime. The thought of being on
would never see in the United States,
the complete opposite side of the
such as the Rose Company factory,
world was unbelievable. Aside from
which packages roses for shipment, a
that, I really enjoyed bonding with a
huge export for Ecuador. In Latin
group of my peers as we shared a once
America many of the students enjoyed
in a lifetime experience. I really didn’t
bargaining at the market, something
know anyone on the trip to begin with
that Dr Annavargula was an expert at.
but I feel like I’ve returned to campus
This is very different from the United
with some really great new friends,”
States because prices are not set, and
says McMahon.
no one is insulted by bargaining, “it is

The Community Service Fair also marked the kick-oﬀ of the Bryant University Community Service Exchange for students looking into community service opportnities. (Nicholas Millard)

Commuters get new lockers Flu can spell misery for
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college students

The Commuter Connection is now oﬀering free locker rentals to commuter
students! Check them out on the 2nd ﬂoor of the Bryant Center and sign one
out at Bryant Center Operations. (Amanda Dunn)

Last winter, influenza struck colleges and universities with unexpected severity. Schools, such as the
Universities of Maryland, Virginia
and South Carolina, reported their
worst flu seasons in recent memory.
Demand on campus health centers
was so great that some ran out of flu
tests. Others were forced to defer
non-urgent appointments or work
longer hours to keep pace with their
patient load.
As these stories illustrate, college
students are at risk for influenza. But
too often students do not realize their
susceptibility to the flu, dismiss its
gravity and neglect simple preventive
measures. Colleges can protect students and conserve campus resources
by encouraging flu vaccination.
Just How Serious is Influenza?
Influenza is a serious contagious
respiratory disease that each year, on
average, kills 36,000 people and hospitalizes more than 200,000 with flurelated complications. The influenza
virus easily spreads when an infected
person coughs or sneezes near others.
Someone who is infected may spread
the virus even before developing
symptoms, making densely populated college campuses an ideal environment for disease transmission.
Once infected, can be passed on
one day before symptoms develop
and up to five days after becoming
sick. OnceONSstudents may suffer
from high fever, headache, dry
coughing, weakness and muscle
aches. While some (some people are
completely asymptomatic)are ill for
only a few days, others may be unable to attend classes, work, or socialize for up to two weeks. According to
a 2005 study reported in the Clinical
Infectious Disease Journal,[1] influenza outbreaks on college campuses result in significant illness,
disruption in class and work schedules and impairment of academic per-

formance. The most critical flu cases
require hospitalization and could result in death from pneumonia, dehydration and deteriorating chronic
conditions, such as asthma.
Influenza Vaccine Protects Students
“Vaccination is the single best protection against the flu,” explains Dr.
Anne Schuchat, director of the National Center for Immunization and
Respiratory Diseases at the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC She adds that this year’s CDC
vaccination recommendations include
all teens up to their 19th birthday.
School clinics typically offer both
the flu shot and nasal spray flu vaccine. Both are safe, effective and cannot cause the flu. Once vaccinated, it
takes about two weeks for the body to
build immunity to the viruses in the
vaccine.
Because flu viruses change each
year, new flu vaccines are produced
for each flu season to protect against
the main flu strains that research indicates will cause most illness during
the upcoming season. Past studies
have shown that when there is a good
match between circulating viruses
and those in the vaccine—as it has
been 16 of the last 20 years— the flu
vaccine can prevent illness in 70% to
90% of healthy young adults.
“Influenza is unpredictable,” says
Dr. Schuchat. “We don’t know when
the flu season will begin or how severe it will be. But we do know that
vaccination provides the best protection.”
To learn more call CDC at 1-800-CDCINFO or visit www.cdc.gov/flu.
Courtesy of the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention.

New Library Study
Room Policy

In response to many student requests over the years, we are attempting a new approach to handling the Krupp Library’s study
rooms, essentially checking them out to people the way we would
a reserve item or laptop accessory.
The policy, in short, is this:
Groups of THREE or more students may check out
rooms. Study rooms are checked out for 3 hours per
group. Each member must leave a Bryant ID at the circulation
desk

MCT Campus

Class Gift Unveiled!
Wednesday, February 11
Rotunda

Rooms are first come, first served—check at the Circulation Desk for
room availability. This should ensure “fair” use of the rooms, especially
during busy periods when groups are constantly jockeying for space.
We have heard your suggestions and hope you like the new system.
Some sort of accountability has been needed for awhile ... we’re hoping
this is it. There is still plenty of room for individual quiet study in the library’s 2nd floor Silent Zone, and all groups are always welcome to use
the 1st floor tables for collaborative work. The new study room policy is
definitely a work in progress, so questions, comments, or suggestions
are welcome at any time.

The Judith Krupp Library Staff
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DPS LOG

ASSAULT and/Or Battery
JAN 24 2009-Saturday at 00:25
Location: SENIOR APARTMENTS
Summary: An RA called and reported
violence' in the Senior Apartments Village. DPS units responded. One student
was taken into custody for assault and
disorderly conduct.
BURGLARY (RESIDENCE) Burglary/B&E A Dwelling Anytime
JAN 26 2009-Monday at 12:17
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of stolen I-pods.
BURGLARY (RESIDENCE) Burglary/B&E A Dwelling Anytime
JAN 26 2009-Monday at 13:45
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of stolen items.
BURGLARY (RESIDENCE) Burglary/B&E A Dwelling Anytime
JAN 27 2009-Tuesday at 13:45
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of a stolen cell
phone.

TOWED VEHICLE Towed Vehicle
JAN 27 2009-Tuesday at 22:38
Location: DISPATCH CENTER
Summary: Illegally parked vehicles
were towed for snow removal.
STUDENT CONDUCT Student
Conduct Violation
JAN 28 2009-Wednesday at 02:19
Location: DISPATCH CENTER
Summary: A Student Conduct issued
for being disorderly.

FIRE (Building)
JAN 28 2009-Wednesday at 23:17
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A fire alarm activation in a
Residence Hall due to someone tampering with the building sprinkler system.
WEAPON (WEAPON POSSESSION) Unlawful Poss. Of Weapon
JAN 30 2009-Friday at 10:32
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of a pellet gun
found in a room.

EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered JAN 30 2009-Friday at 23:38
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of an intoxicated
female. EMS was activated,

VANDALISM (Residence)
JAN 31 2009-Saturday at 01:13
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report that someone had
broken the window in the stairwell of a
Residence Hall.
THEFT
Larceny From Building
($200-$500)
JAN 31 2009-Saturday at 02:42
Location: RESIDENCE HALL

Amnesty International:
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Red Hand Day

By Brigit Clancy
Summary: A person reported an XBox was stolen
Amnesty International will be holding Red Hand Day on ThursVANDALISM (Residence)
day, February 12th in the Rotunda. The Red Hand Campaign is a
FEB 1 2009-Sunday at 00:50
worldwide initiative to stop the abuse of child soldiers.
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
On
February
12, 2002, a new treaty by the United Nations took
Summary: An employee reported that
she saw two males drop a railing on the effect. This treaty bans the use of children under the age 18 as
soldiers in war. The United Nations estimates that about one
stairs and run from a Residence Hall.
quarter of a million children are still being used as soldiers in
armed conflicts worldwide.
DRUG (Possession Of Drug Paraphernalia)
The goal of the Red Hand Campaign is not only to prevent chilFEB 1 2009-Sunday at 03:49
dren from being used as soldiers, but also to make it known to
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
the United Nations that enforcement of this treaty is wanted.
Summary: While investigating a report
of drugs DPS officers found drug para- A large number of handprints are needed to emphasize to the officials at the United Nations that they need to enforce their
phernalia in a room.
treaty. Stop by Amnesty International’s table to leave your
handprint in support.
LARCENY ($50-$200)
FEB 1 2009-Sunday at 16:28
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student reported a stolen
cell phone.

ACCIDENT (MVA) Motor Vehicle
Accident
FEB 1 2009-Sunday at 20:05
Location: COMMUTER PARKING
LOT
Summary: A report of a hit and run accident.
EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
FEB 1 2009-Sunday at 21:03
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of a female vomiting. EMS was activated.
ACCIDENT (MVA) Motor Vehicle
Accident
FEB 1 2009-Sunday at 23:25
Location: COMMUTER PARKING
LOT
Summary: A report of a minor vehicle
accident with no injuries.
BIAS INCIDENTS None Reported

To report a bias incident or hate
crime, go to www.bryant.edu/bias or
call the Bias Incident Hotline at
x6920

Bias related incident – a threatened,
attempted, or completed action that
is motivated by bigotry and bias regarding a person’s real or perceived
race, religion, natural origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, or
gender status. Examples of these incidents include name calling, offensive language/acts, and
graffiti/behavior.

The DPS Crime Prevention Officers:
“TIP OF THE WEEK”

Many thefts occur when students
leave their rooms for a short period
of time and fail to lock their doors.
Always lock your room door.

For more information about the Red Hand Campaign, please
visit www.redhandday.org.

Trying to start this semester off
in a better way?
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Keep us in mind. We want to help.

BRYANT UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES
401-232-6045 / Top level, Administration Wing, Unistructure

Study Abroad Spotlight: Katie Sojkowski
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Name: Katie Sojkowski
Class of: 2010
University: University of Nottingham
Location: Nottingham, England
Partner: Arcadia
Semester Abroad: Fall 2008

Reason for going:
I decided upon entering Bryant that I
would take full advantage of the study
abroad program. I knew it would not
only be an eye opening experience, but
would help me to grow as an individual
from stepping outside of my comfort
zone.

Best experience/memory:
My weekend in Pembrokeshire, Wales
at the Preseli Lodge. I spent the weekend
hiking, mountain biking, and coasteering
with a group of abroad students and instructors. Coasteering was by far unlike
anything I’ve ever done before. We
threw on wetsuits and jumped into the
ocean, swimming through massive
waves, rock climbing, and jumping off
cliffs. Even better, we swam in a lagoon
with a baby seal.
Funny cultural experience:
Probably any night out with the
French guys who lived next door. I lived
in international housing, so every day
was a cultural experience—especially
with the slight language barrier.
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How was the school different from
Bryant University?
The University of Nottingham consists of around 30,000 undergraduate
students and about three campuses. The
lectures were huge, but class seminars
were the same size as normal Bryant
classes. It certainly has a different approach to learning; books are not bought
but instead rented for short periods (4
hours) from the library, homework and
studying all takes place before dinner,
and the attitudes about coursework and
essays are much more lax. The relationship to your tutors (professors) is different as well, being that going out for a
drink together is not out of the ordinary.
How did this experience change you?
I feel much more appreciative for the
friends I made there and the family and
friends I have here. Also, I have gained
greater independence, especially for
being able to travel alone. Once you
cross the big pond, everything gets put
into a different perspective.
Would you study abroad again given
the opportunity?
Absolutely, I plan on going back to
Ireland once I graduate.
Please send submissions to
saoffice@bryant.edu.

CSI SPOTLIGHTS
Kim Franklin

January

The Center for Student Involvement would like to announce the first Spring 2009 CSI Student Spotlight
Award Recipient, KIMBERLY FRANKLIN. Kim is
currently a member of the Student Programming Board
serving as the President, and she has also taken on the
role of being a Community Service Office worker. Kim
is also a member of the Bryant Senior Advisory Council
and the Relay for Life Committee. Kim’s ability to balance all of these commitments and still remain a stellar
student makes her a role model to all of her peers. Kim
has also shown her leadership abilities through her constant striving for new and adventurous experiences. For
the past three weeks, during her Winter Break, Kim was
one of 154 participants in the Outward Bound Program
based out of New Zealand. Kim was the only American
that participated in this amazing experience! During
this time, she did many different activities to improve
her already amazing leadership skills, including spending three days hiking and camping in the woodland areas of New Zealand. This
is a tremendous accomplishment that we feel makes her a very worthy recipient
of this week’s award. The entire CSI staff would like to congratulate Kim for
being selected as the next 2008-09 Student Spotlight award recipient.

Normand Duquette

December

The Center for Student Involvement would like to announce the
first Spring 2009 CSI Student Spotlight Award Recipient, NORMAND
DUQUETTE. Normand is currently
a member of the Student Senate
serving as the Vice President and
has taken on the role of being the
President of the Student President
Advisory Council. Normand is also
a member of the Bryant Senior Advisory Council and the Senior Class
Gift Co-chair. Normand’s ability to
balance all of these commitments
and still remain a stellar student
makes him a very worthy recipient
of this week’s Spotlight Award. The
entire CSI staff would like to congratulate Kim as being selected as the next 200809 Student Spotlight award recipient.

The Archway Editor Applications Now Available!
Apply today for:
Business Editor
Online Editor
Assistant Public Relations Manager
Advertising Representative

Applications are available in CSI on the third floor of the
Bryant Center. Questions?archway@bryant.edu
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Senate refuses to add road,
water projects to stimulus plan
By David Lightman
MCT Campus

The Senate refused Tuesday to pump an additional $25 billion into road, transit and water
projects in its economic stimulus package, as
lawmakers struggled for ways to
cra6 a bipartisan plan.
Members huddled and voted on
pieces of the plan throughout the
day, looking for ways either to
pare the $884.5 billion bill or at
least get the money out more
quickly.
The nonpartisan Congressional
Budget Oﬃce estimated that about
78 percent of the Senate plan
would ﬂow into the economy by
October 2010, up from 64 percent
for the $819 billion package that
the House of Representatives
passed last week. Many senators
thought that was still too slow,
however.
The Senate did accept one
change: Most consumers who buy
new cars, minivans or light trucks
by the end of the year would get
tax deductions for the sales or excise taxes and the interest on their
loans. Sponsor Barbara Mikulski,
D-Md., estimated that a family
would save about $1,500 on a
$25,000 vehicle. The key vote on
the measure was 71-26.
More common Tuesday were
ﬁghts along partisan lines as senators slowly worked through the
bill. Votes are expected to continue
throughout the week, with ﬁnal
passage possible Friday.
Tuesday's votes and closeddoor negotiations suggested that
li7le is predictable. Adding money
for infrastructure, for instance,
seemed to have strong backing
from members of both parties.
"Our highways are jammed.
People go to work in gridlock,"
said Sen. Dianne Feinstein, DCalif., who helped lead the eﬀort
to add the money. "The beauty of
doing it as part of this package is
that it puts people to work immediately on
projects that are shovel ready."
Their proposal would have added $18 billion for highway and rail projects and $7 bil-

lion for clean-water and sewer projects. The
bill already included $41 billion for such projects.
The measure was scu7led when 38 Republicans and Sen. Mary Landrieu, D-La., who
wanted more money for Corps of Engineers
projects, objected to increasing the overall size
of the stimulus package. Under
Senate rules that require 60 votes
to push the amendment forward, it
fell two votes short, failing 58-39.
Sens. Ben Nelson, D-Neb., and
Susan Collins, R-Maine, were
working on alternatives together,
while members of both parties
considered approving a corporate
break for what's called "repatriation."
That would allow companies to
bring back foreign earnings and
have them taxed in the United
States at the temporarily reduced
rate of 5.25 percent, down from as
high as 35 percent.
Proponents regard the "tax holiday" as a way to prod ﬁrms to
spend more in this country and
create jobs. It would cost the government about $40 billion. However, Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., is
leading an investigation into a previous tax holiday for foreign earnings to see whether the money
created jobs or led instead to corporate stock buybacks, as one
study suggests.
On another front, Republicans
touted their housing plan, which
would have the government guarantee mortgage rates of 4 percent
for a year or two for creditworthy
borrowers. New and current
homeowners could get loans of up
to $625,000.
Republicans also united behind
an alternative $445 billion package
that would cut the lowest incometax rates while spending $70 billion on infrastructure
improvements but eliminating
most of the money for education
and health care in the Democrats'
version.
"Education is viewed by many
as a state issue, not a federal funding issue,"
said Sen. Mel Martinez, R-Fla.
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The Student Entrepreneur:
Rebranding in a Tough
Economy
By Michael Adams
Staﬀ Writer

My company just launched a new website last week for the
simple purpose of re-branding ourselves. I sat at my desk over
break contemplating what Eddie’s Energy Bars really was. I
felt that we were always this kind of mismatched company that
did not have a single message. It was all kinds of messages. So
what did I do? I pulled together all of the feedback and testimonials that we had go7en over the years and looked through
them to ﬁnd three things that our customers loved about our
energy bars. It was a success. I took the beneﬁts and ran with
them, identifying which new market segments I should approach with the new Eddie’s brand. Below, you will ﬁnd my
three tips on re-branding for business success.

1. Know Your Customers: It is possible that you could be pitching to clients while stating three beneﬁts that they could care
less about. Know what your customers demand and why they
demand it. This will also help in improving current oﬀerings
and developing new products. How should you go about obtaining this information? You could ask a couple of clients,
send out a survey (with an incentive!), or at most form a focus
group (which is a wealth of information by the way).
2. Integrate all Marketing Materials: If you don’t know the
ﬁrst thing about making a logo, brochure, business card, or
website you should obviously hire out for creative services.
You want to make sure that everything meshes: use the same
fonts, same colors, same textures, etc. Make your brand unique
from the competition. For example, we use the same color, the
same wood texture, and same font in our newsle7er, blog, and
website. Granted these are all internet based technologies, but
nonetheless, all are important to your marketing success.
3. Pull Together a Great Team: Rebranding is not something
that one brain can take on (believe me, I know). I enlisted the
help of my family, creative friends, and tons of people with a
lot more experience than me in the branding ﬁeld to help me
take a fresh look at where I wanted my brand to be positioned.
It certainly helped to smooth out the transition, and now the
Eddie’s brand has a clear message that can be displayed to all
our customers.
Michael Adams is a Junior at Bryant and the owner of Eddie’s Energy Bars based in Richmond, Vermont.

If you ever have a question on entrepreneurship or how I run
my business, send it to madams@bryant.edu. Professors are
welcome to send in a question too.

Niche firms gain ground against online travel giants
By Julie Johnsson
MCT Campus

Airport codes, travel dates and departure times.
For many consumers, the best way to research
trips used to consist of keying those three components into the booking engine of a site like
Orbitz.com, then checking for the cheapest results.
But as the Web evolves, online travel behemoths
like Chicago-based Orbitz ﬁnd they have to devise
new ways to engage customers or risk becoming irrelevant as social media and search engines change
how people shop for travel.
One challenge is ﬁnding ways to reap advertising
dollars from people who browse but don't buy from
Orbitz or its peers. According to Forrester Research
Inc., nearly half of the traﬃc to online travel agencies consists of people who check out hotel or air
fare options, then book directly with the supplier to
get a be7er deal or avoid paying a $5 transaction
fee.
People are traveling less and researching trips in
greater detail as the economy worsens, analysts
said. And they're giving more weight to the experiences and opinions of fellow travelers in making vacation decisions. The trend is helping to foster a
co7age industry of small, niche sites like Chicago's
iExplore, which is devoted to adventure travel, even
as it provides challenges to traditional travel powerhouses.

"We're seeing a fundamental shi6 from the travel
consumer starting their travel-planning process at a
booking widget to going straight to a search engine
like Google," said Cree Lawson, founder and chief
executive of New York-based Travel Ad Network,
which handles advertising for 213 travel Web sites.
"When consumers do that, they're discovering a lot
of sites they didn't know existed."
In December, the volume of visitors dipped at the
two largest online travel agencies, run by Orbitz
Worldwide and Expedia Inc., according to data
compiled by ComScore Media Metrix. But traﬃc
soared 51 percent, to 9.9 million, for the third-place
ﬁnisher, the group of travel content sites aﬃliated
with Travel Ad Network.
The number of "lookers," who noodle around
travel Web sites, is expected to grow far more rapidly than "bookers," who buy from online travel
agencies, over the next ﬁve years, predicted Henry
Harteveldt, travel industry analyst with Forrester
Research Inc.
Orbitz is adapting with tools that let consumers
share details of delays at airports, tap the "Where
I've Been" application on Facebook and by giving a
higher proﬁle to user reviews. Orbitz also is trying
to embed terms that will a7ract the "bots" of Google
or other search engines, giving it a high proﬁle
when consumers use those sites to search for travel
options.
That's just the start. The company also has a new,

high-powered computer platform that it plans to
use to ﬁnd new ways to help its millions of customers scope out vacation options.
"We're very excited to take that insight (and)
mine that insight in a way that allows us to provide
a be7er service to customers around the globe," said
Jeﬀ Clarke, chairman of Orbitz and chief executive
of Travelport, which owns 48 percent of the online
travel agency.
But Harteveldt thinks online agencies "really
need to evolve into media companies." He envisions
a strong ad push to make money oﬀ people who
just browse the site for deals, and new user interfaces that arm customers with details on not only
airline fees but also in-ﬂight entertainment systems,
seating upgrades and other data that can make a
huge diﬀerence on long trips.
Travelers' thirst for details bodes well for iExplore, which helps people track down restaurants in
Oman and book excursions to Antarctica. About 30
percent of its 1 million monthly visitors use the site
to book excursions to exotic locations; the rest drop
by to garner travel insights or share information.
"So many people depend on the opinions of others in making travel decisions," said Todd McClamroch, CEO of iExplore. "It used to be someone you
talked to face to face. Now, you trust the people you
see regularly online."
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Cardinals’ surge
predictable, as is
eventual outcome
By David Giardino
Sports Editor

The Arizona Cardinals rise from wild
card weekend warriors to Super Bowl runner ups was shocking, unanticipated, overwhelming – and ironically predictable. In
five of the last six seasons, a team playing
on wild card weekend made the postseason;
three of those five teams were victorious –
and the last two had very similar outcomes
in their seasons following their Super Bowl appearance. But this isn’t a
story about parity or
teams ‘on hot streaks’ –
both the Super Bowl
champion Indianapolis
Colts and New York Giants went through their
Super Bowl seasons struggling to find their
identities; upon finding them, they put together a remarkable season-long collection
of impressive wins: it just so happened that
the beginning of their seasons were the beginning of the postseason.
The 2006 Colts finally found themselves a
defense, one that carried them through the
postseason and into 2007. From the start of
the postseason to Week 16 in 2007, the Colts
went 17-2; they then proceeded to drop their
final two games of the season, including a
postseason loss at home against San Diego.
The 2007 New York Giants, similarly, finally
found themselves at the end of the regular
season (against the Buffalo Bills in Week 16,
actually, not against the Patriots in the regular season finale as history remembers it).
From the beginning of the postseason to
Week 16 in 2008, the New York Giants went
16-3, and then proceeded to drop their final
two games of the season, including a postseason loss at home against Philadelphia.
The point? Both the Colts and the Giants
were treated like the Cardinals in their respective postseasons: as teams that ‘got hot’
at the right time in a parity-drenched
league. However, if analysts and experts
looked deeper, they would have noticed that
these teams actually were just a few misshaped pieces from putting it together all
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Lambert’s 22 li4s Bulldogs to
first Division I road win
By David Giardino
Sports Editor

Senior Pete Lambert scored a game-high
22 points, while sophomore Adam Parzych
added a career-high 17 of his own, as the
Bryant University men’s basketball team (517) overcame a ten point halftime deficit to
beat St. Francis (PA), 65-60 last Saturday
night. The noteworthy victory for the Bulldogs is twofold:
firstly, it marks
the first victory
for the Bulldogs
against a Division I opponent
on the road. Secondly, it marks
the third win in
the last five
games for Bryant
(the squad had
won just two games prior to that streak all
season).
The Red Flash (5-16) had built a 42-28
lead into the final half thanks in part to the
Bulldogs early offensive struggles: Bryant
shot just 26% from the field in the first half.
Yet with under 15 minutes to play in the contest, the Bulldogs would respond with an inspiring 16-2 run, holding the Red Flash
without a field goal for 7:15. Junior Cecil
Gresham would knock down a trey from the
corner to knot the game back up at 44 with
9:24 to play.
Saint Francis would push their lead back
up to 54-48, but a pair of Parzych free throws
brought Bryant back within one with just
over three minutes to play. A pull-up jumper
by Gresham just seconds later would give
the Bulldogs a 55-54 lead, their first lead
since early in the first half. Another big three
The Bulldogs charged back from a 14 point deficit in the second
from Lambert would cushion the Bulldog
lead to 58-54 with under one minute to play, half to pick up their first Division I road victory (Athletic Department)
and the Bulldogs would control the game
playing in once they are eligible.
from there.
The Bulldogs play at Quinnipiac on Saturday, FebruBryant absolutely dominated the boards in the secary 7, before beginning their longest home stand of the
ond half, pulling down ten offensive rebounds. The
season, hosting games against Wagner, Central Consquad also shot 73% from the free throw line for the
necticut, New Jersey Tech, and St. Francis (NY). The
game, including 4/4 in the game’s final minute.
squad has won two of their last three games after their
Not including last night’s game against Monmouth,
61-51 loss against New Jersey Tech ended their oppoBryant has four wins this season against opponents in
nent’s record-long 51-game Division I losing streak and
the Northeast Conference, the conference they will be
made national news along with SportsCenter highlights.
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New England Lacrosse Journal: Duke transfer
Greer rejoins Pressler in Rhode Island
Continued on Page 9

By Kevin Henkin
Courtesy of BryantBulldogs.com

After his graduation from Duke, Zack Greer had
a tough decision to make. With his extra year of eligibility - granted to him and the rest of the Duke
lacrosse squad by the NCAA in the wake of false
criminal allegations that ended their 2006 season
prematurely - Greer had to choose where to use it.
Of course, as the all-time Division 1 leader in goals,
he certainly wasn’t short on suitors.
Duke made a strong pitch for him to return via
graduate school enrollment, and defending national
champion Syracuse came courting as well, but Greer
made a choice of sorts to return home. In this case,
home meant reuniting with former Duke coach
Mike Pressler, who now roams the sidelines for
Bryant University in Smithfield, R.I.
If you recall, it was Pressler who took the fall -
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most would say unjustly - for his players as the
Duke scandal unfolded on a national stage back in
the spring of 2006. Pressler quickly found another
employer in Bryant and he has been building up the
program there to new heights ever since. This
spring, he will lead the Bryant lacrosse program
into its first year within the Division 1 ranks. Greer’s
presence on the Bryant squad this year is expected
to ease that transition considerably.
Reflecting on what he expects Greer to add to his
team, Pressler said: “When I think of Zack, his
lacrosse skills are not the first thing to come to my
mind. Obviously, that part of it is second to none,
certainly offensively. What Zack brings to the table
are the intangibles. His practice habits, his ability to
bring it every day, his enthusiasm for the game, his
enthusiasm to support his teammates. Zack was
chosen as a captain after four weeks of fall practice
and was basically a unanimous pick.”
Pressler also points to Greer’s experience in big

Alex Engel

games as a leadership factor. “He knows how to
prepare. He knows how to go about his business.
We know what he does in the field. It’s the things
he’ll continue to do to help prepare our guys as we
travel, as we go into these hostile environments. His
poise, his experience, all those things he brings to
the table will be that shining example of how you go
about it at the highest level. You know, I can tell the
guys I’ve been there, but I don’t do it on the field.
Zack does it on the field. I think that example will
be paramount as we move forward with this Division 1 model.”
On what drove his decision to join Pressler at
Bryant, Greer said: “It was a lot of different things. I
looked at a lot of different schools and when it came
down to it, Bryant was the best mix of all the things
I was looking for. It’s closer to home. I felt more
comfortable there, obviously, because Coach

Continued on Page 8

Justine Douvadjian

Year: Junior

Year: Senior

Placed first in the men's 500 meters at the URI Invitaitonal last
weekend, winning in a seasonbest time of 1:05.81. He would
later help the men's 4x400 meter
relay team place first in 3:24.27.

Placed third in the women's 400 meters in a season-best 1:01.98 at the
URI Invitational last weekend, and
later placed ninth in the women's
long jump (15’7”) and ran the third
leg of the 4x400 meter relay team that
placed second in 4:17.54.

Sport: Track and Field

Sport: Track and Field
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Bulldog Bites

Women’s basketball fall to Robert Morris, 91-80

Despite four players finishing with double-digit scoring,
the Bryant University women's basketball team couldn't get
past a tough Robert Morris side, falling on the road, 91-80, to
the Colonials Monday night at the Charles L. Sewall Center.
Junior co-captain Kelsey O'Keefe (Warren, Mass.) scored a
team-high 25 points, picking up her sixth double-double of
the season on the back of her third-consecutive 20+ point
outing to compliment 11 rebounds. The Bulldogs (6-14) shot
a respectable 40 percent in the first half, but took a 50-39
deficit into the half thanks to 51.4 percent shooting from the
Colonials (12-10) in the opening frame. Bryant scored five
three-pointers in each session, with O'Keefe going 3-for-6
from beyond the arc. And while the Bulldogs evened it up in
the second half, shooting 46.4 percent to Robert Morris's 40
percent for a second-frame score of 41-41, it wouldn't be
enough to get the visitors back on top as Bryant fell, 91-80.
Senior co-captain Cara Johnson (Endicott, N.Y.) scored 18
points while junior guard Kristin Mraz (Johnstown, N.Y.)
and sophomore Lindsey Hudspeth (Mount Laurel, N.J.) also
chipped in double-digit points, with 13 and 10, respectively.
But it was the 33 points of Northeast Conference Player of
the Week and preseason all-conference pick Sade Logan that
did in the visiting Bulldogs, while Monet Johnson (20) and
Kendra Williams (17) also registered big points for the Colonials. Bryant stays on the road for its next bout, travelling to
Quinnipiac on Saturday, Feb 7 for a noon matchup.

Bulldogs compete at URI track invite

The Bryant University men's and women's track and field
teams were back in action this past weekend competing in
the University of Rhode Island Track & Field Invitational at
Mackal Field House. A week after a strong showing at BU,
the Bulldog men turned in several strong performances at
the meet led by first-place finishes by Mike DiBella (Upper
Saddle River, NJ) and Alex Engel (Spencer, MA) and another
impressive outing by the 4x400 meter relay squad. DiBella, a
sophomore, picked up a first-place finish in the men's 400
meters, winning in a time of 51.22 seconds. Engel later took
top honors in the men's 500 meters, winning in season-best
time of 1:05.81 seconds. On the women's side, Bryant's Justine Douvadjian (Andover, MA) had an excellent meet. The
senior captured third-place in the women's 400 meters in a
season-best 1:01.98. Katie Pelletier (Berwick, ME) was fourth
in 1:04.13. Douvadjian would later placed ninth in the
women's long jump with a mark of 15 feet, seven inches and
ran the third leg of the 4x400 meter relay team that placed
second in 4:17.54.

Women’s swimming falls to Vermont

The Bryant University women's swim team fell to the
University of Vermont, 138-112, on Saturday afternoon, leaving the squad one more dual-meet before competing in their
first ever Northeast Conference Championship meet beginning February 12. Junior Jess Looney (Goffstown, N.H. /
Goffstown) finished first in the 200 individual medley, second in the 200 Breaststroke and third in the 1000 freestyle,
while Allison Schaab (Boothwyn, Pa. / Garnet Valley)
recorded a season-best time of 1:15.44 in the 100 yard breaststroke to take home third-place. The Bulldogs (4-8) also had
solid performances from a pair of freshman as Amy
D'Olympia (Mattapoisett, Mass. / Bishop Stang) took down
second in the 50 yard freestyle with a time of 26.50 and
Abby Whittaker (Salisbury, Mass. / St. Thomas Aquinas)
grabbed third in both the 100 yard butterfly and 200 yard
butterfly, touching the wall with a times of 1:05.50 and
2:20.95 respectively. Bryant will travel to Holy Cross on
Tuesday for a battle with the Crusaders (6 p.m.) before heading to Yale for the Northeast Conference Championships
taking place February 12-14.

Former Bryant standout signs with Minor Leagues
The New York Crusaders, a minor league football team,
announced recently the signing of former Bryant University
standout Ralph Squitieri at the organization's offices in Manhattan. A four-year all-conference selection at Bryant University, Squitieri helped anchor one of the nation's most prolific
offenses during his career at Bryant from 2004 to 2007.
Bryant's offense ranked among the best in rushing and passing and set several school records while quarterback Charlie
Granatell led the country in passing efficiency. A team captain, Squitieri was named All-New England as a senior by
the New England Football Writers in 2007. During his career, Bryant won two conference titles and advanced to two
NCAA playoffs. The Crusaders, under the guidance of President J.J. Johnson, are a developmental team for teams in the
AFL, Canadian and European leagues.

Mark your On
calendars!
Bryant
Tap

Saturday, February 7:

Men’s Basketball @ Quinnipiac University, 2:00 pm

Monday, February 9:

Women’s Basketball @ Monmouth University, 7:00 pm

Thursday, February 12:

Men’s Basketball HOME vs. Wagner, 7:00 pm

Thurdsay-Saturday, February 12-14:

Women’s Swimming NEC Champ. @ Yale

february 6, 2009

Former Duke star set to lead Bryant
through inaugural Division I season

and the outdoor [leagues]. He wants to make
the Canadian national team, and by expanding
Pressler was there. Obviously, the MBA prohis role this year and being allowed and motigram is huge. The education is great. Hopevated to do other things, it’s going to take his
fully I’ll help this program move into
individual game to another level.”
Division 1 a little bit quicker, maybe help with
On the loss of Danowski as a teammate,
recruiting and give back to Coach Pressler beGreer said: “Any time you play with a guy of
cause we all know what we went through with that caliber, it’s going to be tough to give that
the whole Duke situation. So there were a lot
up because he is such a great player. He drew
of little things that added up and made it the
so much attention and it kind of allowed me to
right place and the right decision.”
do my thing alongside of him. But we do have
Many expect that Greer will be gamesome great players here. It’s a completely difplanned specifically by opponents as the most
ferent team so we’ve got a lot of different skill
high-profile player on the Bryant roster. Greer, sets around that we’re going to be able to take
however, remains unfazed by the pressure.
advantage of as well.”
“I’d like to think that in the past I’ve seen a lot
Although Bryant will not be eligible for the
of double teams and game-planning as well,
NCAA tournament for another two years as
so that can kind of help me out to prepare for
part of its transition process, Pressler believes
that. But I think I’m going to have to take sort
that Greer will nonetheof a more senior role this
less be a strong candidate
year than mostly finishing
for Player of the Year honbecause I think there’s
ors this season.
going to be guys that are
“He’s not going to be
probably going to try to
in the limelight per se that
stop the goal-scoring.
he would be at a Duke or
We’ve got a bunch of great
a Syracuse, but here in
players and we’re just
our first year of Division 1
going to have to try and
lacrosse, there’s certainly
figure out how to fit toa lot of excitement about
gether the best.”
the transition. With him
Although Greer typibeing the focal point as
cally played the attack powe move forward, I think
sition at Duke - alongside
in a more expanded role
2008 Player of the Year
and allowed to show the
Matt Danowksi - Pressler
other things that he can
plans to use him at times as
do, he should be in cona midfielder this upcoming
sideration for that
season. “We’ve got to be
award.”
creative because we’ve got
In terms of Greer’s future
to move Zack around,”
in lacrosse after college,
Pressler said. “He’s cerPressler said: “Administainly very capable in the
trators and coaches in
midfield. He was a midboth [indoor and outfielder in high school when
door] professional
I recruited him out of
leagues have told me that
Canada. What people
Zack could easily be the
don’t know about him is
first pick in both drafts.
that he has such a greater Duke star Zach Greer joins the Bryant Zack is going to have
University
lacrosse
program,
reunited
skill set than he’s even
some great opportunities
at last with his former coach.
shown. At Duke, he was
down the road.”
(MCT Campus)
basically that left-handed
One thing is clear
scorer, that left-handed finwhen it comes to the relaisher. He’s more than that. He can create off
tionship between Greer and Pressler: The rethe dodge both behind and in front of the goal. spect is mutual. “I tell everyone he hasn’t
He’s an adept passer. He has a great feel for
changed a bit,” Greer said. “Coach Pressler exthe lacrosse game. He can play defense. He
pects the best out of his players and in return
can run up and down. So, we’re going to use
he gives them the respect that they deserve.
him in other ways, knowing that other teams
He’s real intense on the field. Everything has
are going to game plan against him.”
to be done on a professional level, which is
Some claim that Danowski played a large
how it should be and the way it’s always been
role in Greer’s success and wonder how Greer
done. And he keeps guys motivated. He’s alwill perform without such a skilled playmaker ways been great at that. And he’s a great reat his side. “Matt and Zack had great chemcruiter. He really hasn’t changed at all from
istry,” Pressler said. “Two totally different
Duke.”
players that just complemented each other to
There’s a certain sweet level of justice in the
no end. That duo was a fixture in the college
reunion of Pressler and Greer. Call it the recilacrosse ranks and probably one of the greatest procity of karma, or perhaps the end result of
scoring duos of all time. But Zack is ready and a special player’s loyalty to the best coach he
wants to expand his role. He has greater goals, ever had. Regardless, the word is officially out
not only here at Bryant, but down the road. He that the lacrosse program at Bryant University
wants to play professionally in both the indoor just got bumped up another notch. Stay tuned.
Continued from Page 7

Inside the Numbers ...

8

9

Free throws the entire St. Francis (PA) team
made in their 65-60 loss against Bryant

Free throws Bryant’s Adam Parzych made in the
same game

19

Student-athletes that recently signed letters
of intent to play Bryant football this fall

:35

Seconds remaining when the
game-winning touchdown was scored in
the past two Super Bowls

Wait ... What? (Crazily Quotable)

“I openly admit I enjoyed seeing Bruce’s package come
flying at me in HD.”
- Columnist Bill Simmons’ thoughts on the Super Bowl XLIII Halime
Show starring Bruce Springsteen.

Super Bowl XLIII a collection of memorable
plays and missed opportunities
february 6, 2009

Continued from Page 7

season, and finally put everything in order by the end of the
season. It wasn’t about who was hottest: the Colts and Giants,
arguably, were the best teams in the league during their respective 19 game stretches. They faded out for a variety of reasons,
from injuries to merely odds catching up with them, but their
season following the Super Bowl proved these teams were not
flukes, not just ‘hot’ or ‘lucky.’ They were good teams that figured it out at the right time. Now, if Warner or Bolden highsteps out of Arizona then perhaps all bets are off, but for now it
can be said the 2008 Cardinals will follow the same path:
deemed ‘lucky’ in their postseason surges, and showing
doubters they were wrong with an impressive 2009 campaign.
So for all those who whine about parity or teams that just ‘get
hot,’ – grow up. It truly has nothing to do
with it.
And now some notes on a second
straight remarkable Super Bowl:
Santonio’s catch? Not Tyree-like in
any respect. Sure, Santonio Holmes’ winning touchdown catch was incredible,
and worthy of mention in a list of “best
Super Bowl catches,” but to think it rivals
David Tyree’s helmet catch? Please. First,
sheer physics: Holmes’ catch was terrific,
but something we see every week in the
NFL. In fact, it wasn’t even the best sideline catch of the year. Frankly it’s duplicated too much to be considered such an
impressive catch. Tyree’s helmet catch, on
the other hand, has never been duplicated (nor could it ever be, really); sure
some luck was involved, but that’s what
makes the catch so great (and unforgettable). Second, magnitude: Holmes’ catch
came on 2nd and goal, with Pittsburgh already well on their way to at least tying
the football game. Big Ben was essentially throwing the ball away – if his receiver didn’t come down with it, no one
would. Not a completely low-pressure
catch, but certainly a low-pressure throw.
Tyree’s catch, conversely, came 40 yards
downfield on 3rd and 5 with New York trailing by 4. It took a
Houdini-like performance for Eli to even get the ball off, and
he threw it down the middle of a defender-laden field. Had
Tyree not made that circus catch, do you think the Giants even
make the 4th down conversion against those Patriots? Who
knows. But his catch was essentially David flinging his stone
against the head of Goliath; Holmes’ catch was on a low-pressure 2nd and goal against a team they just choked away the lead
to. Holmes’ catch may not even have changed the eventual outcome of the game. No contest.
Troy Polamalu shriveling in the spotlight: If the Steelers’
final drive had never occurred, a lot changes. Big Ben, for example, would probably be thought of as the goat, may have
even been remembered as a guy who doesn’t come through on
the big stage (0 TD and 3 INT in 2 Super Bowls before that
drive). But would Troy Polamalu’s lackluster Super Bowl performance been discussed? Sure, the guy is a phenomenal
player, and has been a vital component of the Steelers’ defense,
but Troy’s Super Bowl XLIII? Forgettable: a variety of missed
tackles, spotty coverage – oh, and a horrendous Super Bowl ad.
If the game ended 23-20 Cardinals, we would have forever seen
Polamalu’s exhausted expression following 20 yards behind
Larry Fitzgerald’s winning touchdown gallop on Super Bowl
highlight reruns. He certainly should send his offensive counterparts at least a ‘thank-you’ card.
Coaching grades on the biggest stage: First, the losing side:
Ken Whisenhunt’s overall strategy was apparently to keep the

guns in the holsters. Why else would Kurt Warner have not
even attempted more than one throw over 10 yards in 3 quarters? Sure, Pittsburgh kept two safeties over the top the entire
game. But when you have two stud wide receivers, one of
whom is a player who has been making catches in triple coverage all postseason, who cares? Whisenhunt should have spread
the field and sped the game play up long before the 4th quarter.
With that said, the Cardinals made few bad decisions and truly
played well enough to win. The penalties were clearly a result
of inexperience on the biggest stage, something perhaps no
coach could have prevented. Overall grade: BMike Tomlin, on the other hand, made a variety of bad decisions. Deciding not to go for it with 4th and a centimeter on the
games’ first drive when your 240 pound quarterback can just
lean his over-sized head over the pile? Worst case scenario: you
somehow don’t get it, and your defense gets to build confidence and
pin their ears back against an inexperienced Arizona team starting
from inside their own 1 yard line.
Tomlin essentially let the world
know that he had no confidence in
his running game gaining one yard
(a point he reiterated when his team
began at their own 1-yard line in the
4th quarter). The defensive strategy,
however, did appear to be solid
most of the game. Yet the other glaring complaint has to be abandoning
the running game with a 13 point
lead in the 4th quarter. Absolutely
perplexing. Again, it’s insane to
speak in “what-ifs,” but if the last
drive never occurred Tomlin’s the
coach of the team that blew the
biggest lead in Super Bowl history.
His football team had a 13 point lead
with under 10 minutes to play in the
4th quarter with the ball in Arizona territory. Enough said. Overall grade:
C+
Where’s Ben Watson when you
(MCT Campus) need him? Trailing 10-7, NFL Defensive Player of the Year James Harrison snuck into coverage and intercepted Warner’s end zone
pass and returned it 100 yards for a back-breaking touchdown
for Pittsburgh as the first half expired. What’s worse than the
fact that had Bolden read the play correctly he could have had
an easy touchdown on a square in? The fact that no Cardinal
player could run down the hefty linebacker for a phenomenal
15 seconds. Forget 40-yard dash times! As remarkable as that
play was, it should have never been allowed to happen. Afterwards the Cardinals’ offensive players lamented in the locker
room about not catching the Steeler linebacker. But what’s
worse than the Cardinals letting that play happen? The officials. Not only did they blatantly disregard an obvious clipping
penalty on LaMaar Woodley, they seemed to ignore the fact
that Harrison seemed to be tackled just short of the goal line –
even after extensive replay.
And finally, a thought on the ‘new’ Pro Bowl: Next year the
NFL plans to roll out a new schedule that will fit the NFL Pro
Bowl into the weekend before the Super Bowl. What’s worse
than even playing this game? Playing it when perhaps a dozen
of the league’s best players can’t play in it! Obviously, any players from the Super Bowl teams are officially unavailable. And,
generally speaking, the two Super Bowl teams are … pretty
good - which means they should probably have some Pro
Bowlers on their roster. So get your lengthy list of alternates
ready! The NFL will seemingly never miss an opportunity to
increase their ratings or gain a buck, and now they’ve done so
at their finest products’ (their Pro Bowl players) expense.

NFL Parity provides compelling, albeit diminishing, results
By David Niles
Staﬀ Writer

Among the college
ranks, we always
complain about the BCS because when it’s all said
and done and a National Champion is crowned,
fans are often left wondering if that champion is really the best team in the
country. This season a oneloss Florida team won the
National Championship and
many felt that a team like
USC was better. Then there
was Texas who also only lost
one game (against a better
team than the one Florida
lost to), and had been leading
for the entire game until the
final seconds. There was another team (Utah) that was
the only D1 team to finish the
season undefeated and they didn’t even get a
chance to contend for a national title. How could
the BCS solve this? A playoff is always the solution
proposed, but do playoffs always provide a more
satisfactory matchup of the best teams?
The same argument surfaced this past NFL season, where the NFC Super Bowl representatives reminded everyone why regular season successes
often mean very little.
The Cardinals were the definition of unbalanced.
They were a team that relied on their offense to put
up huge numbers in order to be competitive. Their
defense was ranked 28th out of 32 in points allowed.

That’s right; the only teams who were worse were
the Chiefs, Broncos, and Rams. What makes their 97 record even more amazing is that they were
ranked dead last in rushing yards per game. Talk
about unbalanced; the Cardinals averaged more
than four times as many passing yards as rushing
yards. While most teams revert to the
ground game to kill the clock when
winning, the Cardinals were so inept in
their attempts to run the ball that they
would rarely even try and decided the
best way to win was to keep chucking
the ball downfield and getting into
high scoring shootouts.
The only reason the Cardinals made
it into the postseason was geography.
The NFC West was by far the worst division in football, and if you subtract
(MCT Campus) their divisional record from their overall record, you will find that the Cardinals were an awful 3-7 against the rest
of the league. Remember the Patriots, who didn’t
even make the playoffs with an 11-5 record, walloped the Cardinals by 40 points late in the season.
Over the course of the season, the Cardinals ended
up scoring one more point than they allowed. It
doesn’t get much more mediocre than that. This
team wasn’t the best team in the NFC. The problem
isn’t that they weren’t the best and still reached the
Super Bowl, it is that they weren’t even close. This is
not unique to this season either, as the NFL has seen
more wild card and low-seeded teams advance to
their championship than any other professional
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One for the toe?

The toe-tapping sideline
touchdown catch by Pi5sburgh’s Santonio Holmes
gave the Steelers a recordse5ing sixth Super Bowl
title. Here is how some other
NFL franchises compare:

1. Pi5sburgh
Steelers
(6)

Super Bowl Record: 6-1

2. San Fran.
49ers
(5)

Super Bowl Record: 5-0

3. Dallas
Cowboys
(5)

Super Bowl Record: 5-3

4. Green Bay
Packers
(3)

Super Bowl Record: 3-1

5. New York
Giants
(3)

Super Bowl Record: 3-1

6. Wash.
Redskins
(3)

Super Bowl Record: 3-2

7. LA/Oak.
Raiders
(3)

Super Bowl Record: 3-2

8. New Eng.
Patriots
(3)

Super Bowl Record: 3-3

9. Balt./Ind.
Colts
(2)

Super Bowl Record: 2-1

10. Miami
Dolphins
(2)

Super Bowl Record: 2-3

sport. With single elimination games, four wild card
positions, and automatic playoff berths for winning
your division, the NFL has made it too easy for
mediocrity to reign supreme.
So what is the solution? Well, I don’t think you
can reduce the number of teams in the playoffs and
you can’t get rid of divisions because that would deprive fans of great rivalries. I think what we are seeing is what professional sports commissioners
dream of: parity. What it gives us is compelling regular season matchups where any team can win in a
given week. Consequently, it also gives us postseasons lacking the true greatness where any team can
win in a single elimination format. Fortunately for
the NFL (and fans), this season we did have a great
Super Bowl game. It was close and compelling with
the lead changing hands twice inside the twominute warning. Nonetheless, people want to see
greatness and witness history. Either that or they
want to root against it. You loved or hated the Steelers in the 70s, 49ers in the 80s, Cowboys in the 90s,
and Patriots at the beginning of this decade. Upsets
are great but if they happen too often, with too
much regularity, they become par for the course.
They become just another game, no longer the unexpected surprise but an expected reality. This season, home teams went 3-9 in the playoffs, meaning
far too many upsets to be considered upsets.
In the end, I do not think there is a solution. It
comes down to hoping that a few teams emerge as
dominant forces and that when there is no dominant franchises, we are given individual games as
compelling as the one we were given Sunday.
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Bye Bye Bipartisanship
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Well, so much for
bipartisanship. The
first foray into the
new bipartisan era of
politics under the Obama administration has
come to a quick halt in the past week. Alas, it
is back to politics as usual in D.C. The advent
of a true bipartisan format continues to be an
attractive way of looking at the prospects
of politics and legislation, but it apparently
is not a feasible option.
The new stimulus bill which passed last
week was the first sign that the Obama administration will have to struggle with
their Republican counterparts in congress
if they want to get anything done. Despite
President Obama’s attempts to appeal to
the House Republicans, he fell short of
convincing even one Republican to vote for
the proposed bill. This is a strong testament to just how steadfast the Republicans
intend to be during this new administration’s honeymoon period. However, this
tactic is risky, especially since the Republicans decided to express themselves on the
premier issue of this young administration.
The move is risky, but the Republicans do
have a lot to gain and little to lose from
this.
Even if the Senate does not pass this bill
it will eventually be amended, passed, and go
into effect. There is no denying that accommodations will be made if it initially fails in the
Senate, or if the Senate filibusters. What republicans have done is to express their discontent
with this bill in a manner that says to President Obama, “Hey, just because everyone else
likes you right now, does not mean that we
agree with you.” It is my assessment that this
bill was not rejected based on the bill’s content
– the bill itself was far more moderate than
would have been expected from the Obama
camp during the campaign – but rather it is a
strategic move in a political chess match between the Democrats and Republicans. It apBy Drew Green
Staff Writer

pears that the Republicans are looking for the
average American citizen to view the eventual
bill as being a failure if direct results are not
realized. This assuredly will happen because
this bill is not meant to be an end all, fix all. In
that sense the Republicans are actually looking
to the American people to show their tendencies to be irrational and want instant gratifica-

dous success that revitalizes peoples’ appreciation for him (possibly troops leaving Iraq). For
now the Republicans are asserting themselves
against the President. This is apparent in the
stimulus vote in the House and the recent appointment of Michael Steele to the Republican
National Committee. Mr. Steele has a passion
for not being bipartisan that rivals that of President Obama’s passion for being bipartisan.
This movement for a strong unified Republican party should continue to grow as more
and more people trend away from supporting Obama, which certainly will happen because of how impatient citizens are with
getting results.
Despite all of the potential opportunities
the Republicans face because of the fickle
nature of American people, it is important
to remember that they could be digging
themselves into an even deeper hole. If people really are dissatisfied with the partisanship in Congress these recent moves will not
help. Obama is reaching out to the Republicans for support and including a large tax
cut within the bill shows his commitment to
having an administration defined by how it
works across party lines. Not only could
(MCT Campus) people be upset by the politics as usual, but
there is the financial crisis to be concerned
with. If the Republicans eventually keep
tion. With no solution to the economic crisis
this bill from being passed then people may
anywhere close people still want – and expect
not agree with the Republican motives. Like I
– that the economy will be fixed soon. Sparing
said, people want instant gratification and that
everyone my comments on the economy, let me means this stimulus bill needs to be passed
just say that expecting a solution is an uninquickly to satisfy citizens (albeit a delusional
formed view of what reality actual dictates.
satisfaction). If it gets halted in Congress for a
This economic crisis will have repercussive effew weeks then the average citizen could see it
fects on American life for years to come. Howas the Republicans fault for not falling in line
ever, most people do not hold my beliefs and
behind the Democratic majorities in the House
expect and/or believe that an economic revival
and Senate and a President that has high apis possible in a short period of time.
proval ratings. The Republicans have entered
All of the people who believe in a short
into a political game of chance; now they need
turnaround for the economy will eventually
to wait to see what the repercussions or beneturn their back on Obama unless he has anfits will be.
other issue he can hang his hat on as a tremen-

Ready for DTV?

Welcome
back! Let’s
get right to it.
I don’t think
anything has
ever pissed
me off more
than those
digital TV
warnings on
TV. Are
you ready?
By: Michael Adams
Darn right,
Opinion Editor
I’m ready.
I’ve been
ready since the first time you aired the
commercial. My TV’s back home have
all been updated to take on the wrath of
digital cable, but apparently there are
still people in America that have no clue
what is going to happen on February 19,
2009 (well, maybe not. More on that
later).
Over the past semester and over
break, I must have been exposed to the
digital TV conversion probably one hundred times, and I don’t even watch TV
that much or listen to the radio. They
just seem to pop up, each one in its own
morphed form of horrible cinematography and humor. Those commercials
ranged from the straight up “you need
to get ready,” to the holy crap, the world
is coming to an end on February 19th
and you must be ready or you will never
watch TV. Wow, that sounds almost like
a threat. Not like there is much to watch
on TV nowadays anyway (with the exception of Law and Order: SVU, Family
Guy, and The Office of course).
It is incredibly hard for me to fathom
why someone would have no idea that
this is coming. They have even got local
news networks putting some behind-

the-scenes general manager on TV explaining the transition. Who the heck
are you? Wouldn’t you think that the
network would put someone else on
that viewers see every day, like the
evening news caster? To me, it’s blatantly obvious, but I’ve come to the conclusion that you have got to be living
under a rock or on another planet to not
know what’s going on. These people
will probably turn on their TV on February 19th and be like “Man, Maury isn’t
on. I can’t watch paternity test results
now!” Well, maybe, just maybe, you
should have opened your eyes for the
past eight months and noticed that
you’re going to have to do something if
you still want Maury to appear on the
tube.
On to the launch date controversy I
was talking about earlier. The Obama
administration has announced that they
would like to push back the digital TV
transition to June of 2009, but luckily, as
this article went to print, the House of
Representatives had knocked that down.
This is by no means a politically based
article, but you are trying to tell me that
the government might put me through
another five months of “if you’re antenna has rabbit ears, you’re going to
need a box” hell? Wow. Think of all the
commercials that would surface now.
They will probably be to the tune of
“Ahaha, we lied! The digital TV transition won’t be happening until June.
Sorry about that, but keep paying those
monthly bills.” All I can say is that I
hope that the digital TV conversion happens sooner rather than later so I can sit
down and relax, and not have to worry
about listening to another stupid digital
TV commercial. Man, that would be the
good life.

Confess Your Secret

I’m not entirely sure it’s “okay” for
me to comment on the secrets that
students have wri8en and have
now been posted in the library.
However, they are anonymous and I think that merely posting them
and having no commentary on them would be somewhat meaningless
and unproductive. Now, I will admit that one of my own secrets is up
on display – but I also want to confess that reading everyone else’s actually made me feel be8er. While reading each individual secret I realized
that I am not the only one that feels lonely or depressed or angry or regrets past decisions and situations… But there was something else that I
realized – a lot of these secrets are not situations or feelings that have
happened months ago or are discarded in the past. Most of the secrets
are still maintaining their power to this very day and presently aﬀecting
the holder’s life. Some are about people in love with someone else, others are about pain they have caused others that has not disappeared,
some are about feelings they can’t seem to shake or don’t know what to
do with. Slowly it dawned on me that these are not wri8en in stone.
These secrets are just wri8en on ﬂimsy pieces of paper and just as the
paper isn’t permanent the secrets, pain, frustration and sadness does not
have to be permanent either.
So, my declaration to the Bryant community and especially those that
have similar secrets, whether they are on display or not, is that these are
your New Year’s resolutions. Change your life now, while you are
young, consequences are not as grave and you can still learn and grow
from them. Tell your best friend that you are in love with them, talk to
your brother or farther that you have not spoken to in months and apologize for the hurt you caused. Then move on.
It isn’t simple or easy – trust me, I know – but rather than writing
down your secret and walking away pretending that it made you feel
be8er – do something! Start 2009 by discarding your secret and consequently shedding the overwhelming guilt, shame and fear that is keeping you down. I realize no one will probably follow in my lead, which
is understandable. It’s scary to not only open yourself up, but to deal
with wounds that haven’t healed. But I’m hoping that at least some of
you will think about how YOU can change YOUR own life; because,
looking at the secrets, they’re not li8le insigniﬁcant secrets that don’t
ma8er – they are issues that are still to this very day causing pain and
distress.
Most of all, I believe that some of them, even most of them, can be altered and dealt with now before the chance has passed. So, this is my
suggestion: change your life in this small but momentous way because
you never know what may happen, maybe your secret won’t be a secret
anymore and you can be a li8le bit happier.
By: Erin Madore
Staff Writer
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Observations
Words of Wellness
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Keep Fitness On Your “To-Do” List!

Every year it
happens, we come
back a7er a restful
and enjoyable
winter break with
good intentions to
stick to our New
Year’s resolution
to ﬁnally get in
shape. Anyone
who has attempted to use the
By Jen Diprete
Wellness Center
over the last three
Staff Columnist
weeks has been
greeted by record numbers of users in our
great facility.
While it can be frustrating at times to wait
on the side for a piece of cardiovascular equipment to open up (please, please remember to
keep cardio machine use to 30 minutes during
peak hours), as a professional in the ﬁeld of
behavior change it is a welcomed sight to see
many individuals commi8ed to their ﬁtness
routines.
But wait! What happens once classes start
and things get “back to normal?” Where did
all the motivation and good intentions go to? I
will say that in the time I’ve been at Bryant
(since the Wellness Center ﬁrst opened its
doors and my original oﬃce is where Tim our
Fitness Manager is now housed), there has not
been as signiﬁcant of a drop oﬀ in usage as
there usually is this time of year. However,
there still seems to be a noticeable decrease in
numbers during the typical peak time. Why?
What is happening that you have now chosen
to place your decision to exercise regularly on
the back burner? Too much work? Not enough
time? Too lazy? The list goes on and on. It’s the
excuses list. You may want to look at placing
exercise on another list: your to-do list! Like all
other important events that get scheduled into
your day, schedule in your workout. Making it
a priority in your day means you are making

yourself a priority. What can be more important than that?
Exercise increases energy levels and helps
with aiding in more restful and restorative
sleep. Quality sleep can beneﬁt your study
habits, help in managing moodiness, and improve your overall quality of life. Research indicates that those who work out regularly
(most days of the week; 4-5 days) have an easier time of taking oﬀ and keeping oﬀ weight,
feel more energized, sleep more soundly, make
healthier dietary choices, have higher levels of
self conﬁdence, and report lower levels of
stress. Is there a need for more reasons to be
given to commit to staying physically active?

Sure, looking good for spring break may be
what initially gets you to the Wellness Center,
but pay a8ention to how working out makes
you feel. This should not be a temporary
choice, but a lifestyle commitment and an investment in your future.
Bryant’s Healthy Campus Coalition –
Healthy YOU at Bryant U! –is in the planning
stages for a 5K in May. Please consider signing
on. You can do it! There is nothing be8er than
the feeling of achieving a goal that you have
set for yourself. Please refer to various slides
that have been running throughout monitors
on campus for more information about being a
mentor for this event. More postings will soon
follow regarding information to sign on as a
participant.
So what time did you say you’ll be exercising today???
Be well!

Le'er to the Editor
Dear Editor

The Angel Tree Project has successfully completed its 13th successful year of providing holiday gi7s for the children of prisoners in Rhode Island this past December. The Angel Tree Project works by connecting parents in prison with their children through the delivery of holiday
gi7s. In most cases, local church volunteers purchase and deliver gi7s to the children’s homes in
the name of their prisoner parent. In the case of Bryant University we act as the organization
that sponsors the Angel Tree Project instead of a church. Our student organizations, faculty and
staﬀ purchase 2 gi7s per child which meet their caregiver’s speciﬁc requests. These gi7s are then
delivered to the homes of the children of these prisoners.
This year 12 children received a gi7 of clothing and a toy that they requested. Gi7s from the
following Bryant University organizations and individuals were purchased, wrapped and delivered to the children of prisoners this year: The Student Senate, Sigma Sigma Sigma, the Multicultural Student Union, the International Student Organization, The Residence Life staﬀ
including Kristin Biggins, John Denio, Maryann Tooher, Rob Mammone, Colleen Powers, Shawn
McQuillan, Krystal Ristaino, Nick Poche, Betsy Knowles, and Pam Malyk. Additional Angel Tree
contributors were, Professor Keith Murray of the Graduate School, Bill Phillips of the Counseling Oﬃce, President and Mrs. Machtley, Betsy McCabe, and Bryant students Rachel Boucher
and Rachael Jones.
The gi7s for the Woonsocket area were delivered by Reverend Raymond Shepherd of Cumberland Rhode Island who has helped us since the Angel Tree Project began in December of
1996. I also was able to deliver gi7s to the caregivers of these children in Providence, West Warwick and Smithﬁeld. The caregivers were very grateful and somewhat emotional when the gi7s
were delivered to their homes.
Many thanks to all of those who contributed to this great community service eﬀort for these
12 children of prisoners throughout Rhode Island.
Sincerely,

Kati Machtley
Director, the Angel Tree Project

The Opinion pages of The
Archway feature the opinions of
the identified columnists and
writers, which are not necessarily
those of the newspaper or
Bryant University.

Compiled by Michael Adams, Casey Mulcare and Linsey Morse

Meet us at the tree?
No longer can we meet our friends at the “Salmo
tree”...but we’re going to keep pretending like we
can anyway.

Sending out an S.O.S!
Mysterious notes have been le7 on the pond
regarding the act of illegal drug consumption. What
we found funny is that it was never removed!
Future Bryant students got a pre8y clear message
on their tours.
The hunt is over
No longer will groups of students have to ﬁght for a
room in the library. Now everyone just has to fork
over an ID to the librarians for a guaranteed 3-hour
luxurious stay at the Douglas and Judith Krupp
library.

New Campus Housing
Now all the napkins in Salmo have a place to spend
their nights. We approve of the new napkin holders,
and their dual purpose of advertising and supplying
napkin habitats.

Bryant Said What!?

Compiled by Linsey Morse and Michael Adams

"They had really hot guys with guns at the Eiﬀel
Tower!"
"Dude! All he did was build a website to stalk
people and he’s making money!"

"How about ‘K-Y’? ‘...Keeping your Wednesday
nights smooth!’"

"Dude, we can all get one of those, and then that
way, when we get back, we can all unload on
each other...not in a sexual manner."

In reaction to poor ABC reception Wednesday at 9
PM:"You hear that? A part of me is dying. A7er the
next two hours, I probably won’t be here."
"I lost 40 pounds with Nutrisystem, thanks to
Salmonella!”"

“I have more fun ﬂirting with a professor than I do
with anything else on this campus!”

“Ryan Seacrest talking about politics is like having a
guy with a hook for a hand give you a facial; it
doesn’t really work.”
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Dear Bryant Students,

2008 and 2009 will undoubtedly be studied and written about at great length for many
years to come. In some ways, the challenges that face our economy and capital markets are
unprecedented. In other ways, this crisis is reminiscent of historical periods. No matter what,
we will get through this and things will improve. Exactly how and when remains uncertain,
as evidenced by daily average market fluctuations of about 3.5%, which is crazy. The media
has covered the negative aspects of the crisis from almost every angle. Job losses, profits declines, government bailouts and more. However, an often overlooked consequence of this
economic downturn is the one felt directly by you.

You’ve invested time, money and energy in your education, and for many of you, you decided on Bryant University for the same reasons I did 10 years ago (wow, that makes me
pretty old). To sum it up, Bryant presented the best opportunity for me to achieve success in
business. The recruiting program and the Office of Career Services (which is now called the
Amica Center for Career Education - nice!) was the big seller for me. But this year is different,
and the environment for finding jobs - whether you’re preparing for graduation or looking
for a summer internship - is difficult, at best. This brings me to why I’m writing to you, from
my 32nd floor New York City apartment, on a Sunday night. The reason: I’ve been where
you are now (and also because the Entourage and True Blood seasons are over).

I graduated from Bryant in 2002... only 8 months following September 11, 2001. Not only was our nation - and in particular, New
York City - grappling with the many implications of 9/11 - but the economy was in recession, and the stock market had been in a
steady decline since March of 2000. The market finally bottomed in October of 2002, five months after my classmates and I
graduated. So trust me - I can relate, and believe it or not, I actually care enough about your situation to write to you.

So, what did I do? How did I find a job? First, the Amica Center is your best resource, sure. However, don’t expect them to have
all the answers. They’re the first step, but certainly not the last. The other steps you’ll need to take fall into three categories, in my
opinion. 1) Personal Network, 2) Beyond Finance/The Web, 3) Alternative Opportunities. Ready? Here we go.

First, your personal network. This includes family, friends and a lot of other people in your regular life that you might not have
considered. I got my job in 2002 at JPMorgan Asset Management when it was easier to find a suitcase full of gold bars in the Unistructure than a job on Wall Street. How’d it all go down? Well, at the time I was involved with the National Alumni Association through
my work with the Student Senate. I asked each of the alums at the next meeting I went to if they could help me get a job in either
Boston, New York or Providence. They all agreed to do what they could, and one in particular - a Sr. Vice President at an investment
company in Providence, came through. He took my resume, and ended up giving a copy to a JPMorgan mutual fund wholesaler
(someone who sells mutual funds to financial advisors, who in turn use them with their own clients - or so the wholesaler hopes).
The wholesaler gave it to her boss in NY, who passed it along to a team that happened to have an opening at the entry level, and the
rest is history. I had no idea any of this was even going on, so you can imagine my surprise when one night after getting home from
‘Rentes I logged in only to find an invitation to interview at JPMorgan Asset Management on Fifth Ave in NYC on Wednesday.
WHAT!? Almost seven years later and I’m somehow a Vice President and Market Strategist. I travel around the country to talk to our
clients about the markets and economy. My boss is Dr. David Kelly, who is a regular guest on CNBC, Bloomberg TV, etc.
Another good example of networking is 2005 grad, Peter Corvi. Basically, after reaching out to many alumni, including my best
friend and co-worker at the time, Joe Fazzino (class of ‘02), Pete landed a job in an elite program at JPMorgan’s Private Bank. I think
he still owes Joe a steak dinner for that! So, ask your parents. Ask your professors. Ask your neighbors. Ask EVERYONE. Someone
out there just might know someone (who knows someone else) that has a job for you.

Number 2. Look beyond Finace, and use the Web. I’m sure you’re already out there with your resume, your profile, etc. Apply,
apply, apply. If you haven’t applied to 100 opportunities, you’re not doing enough for yourself. Right now, you have two full time
jobs - if not three. School is one. Finding a job is another. And maybe you work, too. Also - I made the mistake of only looking up
companies in the financial industry to apply to. Afterall, I was at Bryant to study Finance, right? What I didn’t realize at the time is
that, “the business of the world is, in-fact, business!”. Every company needs business people. Everything from Dell Computers to
MTV, Wal Mart to Playboy Enterprises (I applied many times) needs accountants, investment managers, business analysts and marketers. The S&P 500 has 10 sectors. You can see what they are on standardandpoors.com. Apply to at least 10 companies in every sector. Right now, financial companies are hurting - so look beyond them, and use the web to your advantage. Try careers in healthcare,
education, government and tech. Joe Dabrowski, Class of ‘02 (and perhaps best known for being among the all-time top scorers in
Bulldog hockey history) enjoys a career in the high technology industry, and reminded me today that there are a wealth of opportunities in the field for young professionals.
Number 3. Alternative Opportunities. This can mean a lot of things, but mostly it means that some of you will need to consider
putting your career plans on hold for a bit. There are plenty of enriching opportunities out there which can not only help you build
your resume while the economy improves, but also to get some incredible experiences that will last a lifetime. Some ideas: one of my
friends joined Peace Corps and taught English in China for two years. Now she’s a bi-lingual analyst at an organization which advocates for human rights. Another friend offered their services for free at a large entertainment law firm since times were tough in 2002.
She ended up becoming a talent agent at a major agency in L.A., and hangs with movie stars all day. Most major companies like employees who give back to their community. Check outwww.volunteermatch.com, which provides some great opportunities to get
your volunteer on. My girlfriend, who just looked over my shoulder to see what I was doing also suggests Teach for America. The
nation has a troubling shortage of qualified teachers, and they sure could use your help! Teach for a couple of years, then hit up the
cubicles later. Other options (if you have the funding) include starting your own business (some friends of mine started a clothing
line and are doing well now) or consider going back to school to get your MBA or Masters. It will pay for itself in the long-run.
Anyway, no matter which path you choose, don’t get discouraged. You have a solid education under your belt and people in the
business world know the Bryant name. There is a strong alumni presence, and you should use the alumni network to your advantage.
Good luck, work hard, and remember that it will get better out there.

Yours,
Andrew D. Goldberg
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Bulldog Flicks: Defiance
By Coburn Childs
Staﬀ Writer

finds out his wife and family have been murdered—then confronts the killer’s family sitting down to dinner at their own home—is
Defiance tells the incredible true story of the
heart-wrenching. Subsequently, a joyous wedBielski brothers, who, during WWII, saved
ding between two characters cuts back and
over 1200 Jews from the German armies.
forth between celebration and a tragic battle,
Amazingly, they built an entire community
to make another very moving sequence in the
hidden away in the
film.
Bellarussian forest,
The weight
where they lived
of the subject
for over two years!
matter is hanFacing many dandled in an adgers that included
mittedly
midnight raids into
Hollywoodtowns for supplies
esque way, but
and attacks from
it does not afHitler’s armies, the
fect the movie’s
group nevertheless
quality, as the
managed to overfilm still draws
come many obstayou in and
cles to go down in
makes you forhistory as people
get that it runs
who willingly
for nearly 2 and
risked all they had
half hours;
left—including
thankfully, the
their very lives—to
pace does not
defy the Nazi
drag. Best of all
reign.
though, the
Let me put it
story is a great
simply: this movie
portrayal of
is phenomenal!
triumph and
Historical movies Daniel Craig stars as a soldier who helps evacuate Jews hope in a very
can be tough to
from German territories in this true story.
(MCT Campus) dark time in
bring to the
history.
screen in an effective way, but Defiance sucI highly recommend Defiance. Director Edceeds in doing just that. Everyone involved in
ward Zwick (Blood Diamond, The Last Samurai)
the project brings a lot to the film, from the ac- has crafted a movie that is a suspenseful, emotors to director, and everyone in between.
tional, powerful, at times brutal, and incrediJames Newton Howard’s stirring score has
bly inspirational
been nominated for an Oscar this year and
portrait of victory This movie earned
rightly so! The cinematography is also beautiin the face of unful, even while much of the film is set in the
speakable horror. 5 out of 5 bulldogs
woods of Europe.
I give Defiance 5
Daniel Craig (best known as the “new
out of 5 bulldogs!
James Bond”) does a terrific job as the oldest
brother, Tulia, while Jamie Bell, Liev Schreiber,
and the rest of the cast also really elevate the
movie to the plane it’s on. The passion that the
actors and filmmakers put into this movie is
evident. A scene where a central character

Word Vomit
After All

By Blair Worthington
Staff Columnist
Gentle wind swept across a blushed
Tonight for one and all,
face,
Is something to be rejoiced.
Produces
whispers
as it blows.
For when the stars align as one
Take
chance
with
will,
indulge
the soul,
A great gesture has been voiced.
As with ease the anxiety slows.
Connecting eyes and embracing
Let free beneath the starry sky,
thoughts,
As
the chains crumble to the ground
Fill all too quickly all at once.
The
next caress will spark the rest
For what had made the body strong, And may
the body and the mind be
Sits cornered as the dunce.
sound.

Tune-in to WJMF

A note from General Manager, A.J. Toto

Hello everybody and welcome back to the 2009 spring semester! I hope you all had an enjoyable break and are ready for an exciting semester. Some things to look forward to this semester
from WJMF include our annual fundraiser “Bryant Held Hostage” held in April, as well as our
annual Spring weekend concert “Spring Stock”. These are just a few of the many events WJMF
will be hosting this Spring, so get ready for another great semester Bryant, provided by WJMF
the Beat of Bryant.
*If you are interested in having a radio show this semester please contact A.J. at
atoto@bryant.edu, no experience is necessary and is open to all.

Horoscopes
Aquarius
1/20 - 2/18

There's a good opportunity nearby. Let your
network know what you want. Odds are good
you can ﬁnd someone who has it to trade or
sell cheap. Commerce is alive and well.

Pisces

Listen in on a conversation between experts.
These folks understand the situation on a
highly detailed level. You see what has to be
done; they see how to make it happen.

Aries

There's plenty to be done, so you might as well
get in the mood. Set up a routine so even the
hardest jobs aren't so tough. Make it easy on
yourself, but still achieve excellence.

Taurus

Take a break from the intense pressure you've
been under. Discuss the situation with people
who have your best interests at heart. You're
not in this alone.

Gemini

Postpone social engagements and concentrate
on business. It's up to you to make sure the
money's in the bank. That would be in a solvent bank, of course. Don't forget that part.

Cancer

More research is required. But where should
you start? Begin by asking your partner what
he or she would do. No need to reinvent the
wheel. Build on somebody's experience.

Leo

Again, you must be cautioned not to blab your
business secrets to those who don't need to
know. That applies to just about everybody, actually. Don't ruin the surprise.

2/19 - 3/20

3/21 - 4/19

4/20 - 5/20

5/21 - 6/21

6/22 - 7/22

7/23 - 8/22

Virgo

8/23 - 9/22

As the pressure eases, ﬁnd somebody who understands you, or tries to, anyway. A snuggly
cup of tea and a reaﬃrming chat should be
part of your relaxation ritual.

9/23 - 10/22

No need to race on down to the store for every
li2le bi2y thing. Something you want now, for
example, may be available in your own closet.
Or, garage, or wherever you store stuﬀ. Look
around.

Scorpio

Let your team know you believe in them. Then
tell them what to do. It never hurts to get them
all worked up before they know. You can get
them to do anything. Be ethical, of course.

Libra

10/23 - 11/21

Ge2ing paid in promises is nice, and you can
even do it sometimes. Get the terms all down
Sagi%arius in writing, of course, and yes, one other thing.
Only do it with folks you can trust.
11/22 - 12/21

Capricorn
12/22 - 1/19

Look around. There's a way out you didn't
notice before. It's near a place you've already
used, and that should help a lot. For starters,
it'll help you ﬁnd it.

In our own backyard: Keeping your resolution
february 6, 2009

By Erin Madore
Staﬀ Writer

I have come to realize over the past years that
many Bryant students rarely leave campus and
Smithfield in search of entertainment, yummy food,
shopping or a good time in general. I understand
that public transportation in and out of Bryant is not
the best to say the least, but come on, Providence is
only 10.4 miles from campus, a mere 21 minutes driving. So, my suggestion is that students need to get out of Smithfield and
explore Providence, because between its
unique restaurant choices, trendy hang-out
spots and exciting entertainment venues it
has a lot to offer!
So, since it is only a month after the start
of the New Year, I have dedicated this issue
to healthy dining and café choices in Providence. According to the national government the most popular New Year’s
resolution is weight-related as 45% of Americans hope to lose weight in the coming year.
Which means a great many Bryant students
are most likely on the same band wagon.
But what happens when you are craving a
night out with friends and have no idea
where to go for a yummy, yet healthy, bite?
Choosing from Chili’s low calorie options or
getting a side salad at Wendy’s are depressing options which in the end will leave you
with an unfulfilled craving. In Providence
however there are fun and delicious options
that will leave you satisfied and still on the road to
losing that annoying five pounds.
Tealuxe
231 Thayer St. Providence, RI
Open til 10pm Sun – Thursday and until 11pm on
Fri & Sat
Not only a perfect way to relax and unwind, tea
says, savor the moment and enjoy life’s simple
pleasures. Drinking tea daily is shown to not only

improve your mood but to also boost your immunity and provide protection from many different illnesses. Tea is not only well-known for its wealth of
nutrients but it also contains vitamin B6, which improves your metabolism. So not only could it keep
you from getting that nasty cold going around campus, but it can help you stay fit while beating the
winter blues. I could go on about the amazing
health benefits tea has, but why, when it also tastes
so good?
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and study or gab sessions. Either way, sit back and
choose from one of their dozens of different types of
tea.
My absolute favorite is their Victorian Rose Tea, a
Chinese black tea with actual rose petals infusing
each sip; also try Princess Diana’s favorite tea, Lady
Londonderry, a light tea bursting with lemons and
strawberries. For those classic tea lovers, try Golden
Tippy Assam, Brattle Street English Breakfast Blend,
Organic Gunpowder or Irish Cream for a nourishing cup that leaves you satisfied and warmed
throughout.

Paragon Café and Lounge
234 Thayer St. Providence, RI
Open Sun - Thu til 1am, Fri and Sat til 2am
In the mood for more than just a cup of tea?
Only a stone’s throw away from Tealuxe,
Paragon is a happenin’ European Bistro-café
where modern décor meets satisfyingly yummy
food. Paragon, usually known for its popular
late night crowd where loud hip-hop and R&B
music meets Brown students and strong drinks,
is also an amazing café where great food
doesn’t necessarily mean lots of fat and calories.
Before Paragon I always considered salads
to be nothing more than rabbit food, but one
visit to Paragon changed my mind completely.
The Poached Pear Salad is a phenomenal way to
end a long day with it’s refreshing mix of fresh
blue cheese, candied pecans, pears poached in
Riesling wine and red wine vinaigrette. Each
taste is balanced with sweet and savory flavors
(Erin Madore)
and makes you forget that you’re eating just a
Tealuxe is notably the best place in Providence to salad. Other healthy, yet delicious options include
tender and juicy roasted chicken and divine soyenjoy a cup of tea and the exciting atmosphere of
ginger salmon.
Thayer St. Located on the busiest corner where
What’s more exciting is that unlike the standard
Angel St. meets Thayer St., Tealuxe is situated so
furnishings of Chili’s, Paragon’s dark wood furniyou can watch all the bustling RISD and Brown stuture, sexy orange lighting fixtures and unique colordents walking to and from class. Decked with long
counters on each of the outer walls, the best seats by ful decorations help make your experience unlike
any other. That’s why Paragon’s not only great to
far are the bar stools where you can gaze out the
shake your booty off at midnight but also for a fun
wall length windows. Larger booths in the center of
night out eating scrumptious food.
the small but comfortable café are great for groups

You’re the one that I want!
By Brigit Clancy
Variety Editor

By Brigit Clancy
Variety Editor
How does someone get to be Tupper the Mascot?

According to the Athletic Department, an e-mail is
sent to the entire campus at the beginning of the
year with details on how to apply to be Tupper.
Only a few students have actually applied to become the school’s legendary bulldog.
If you have a question, ask Brigit!
E-mail all questions to archway@bryant.edu

I accept any and all questions both about and not
about the campus. Inappropriate questions will not
make the paper. Questions do not have to be
signed, but I stongly urge people to take pride in
their question.

The Bryant Players recently held auditions
to find Bryant’s own Danny and Sandy along
with the T-Birds, Pink Ladies, and the rest of
the students of Rydell High School to star in
the upcoming play, “Grease.” Auditions were
held on Monday, January 26th and Tuesday,
January 27th. Director Patty Hirx and Assistant
Director Kevin Dunn are preparing to put on
the popular and classic play.
Hirx said she and Dunn decided to keep
Bryant’s rendition of the well-known show
more like the stage production rather than the
movie. “The audience can expect it to be very
close to the movie that they know and love as

the movie was adapted from the Broadway
production,” said Hirx.
Hirx described how she and Dunn chose
the cast. “Kevin and I—along with our music
director, Tim Hillman—were looking for people who have a strong stage presence, a strong
singing voice, and the ability to captivate audience members, bringing them back to a time of
rock and roll, poodle skirts, and T-Birds.”
Bryant’s own rendition of “Grease” will be
performed on Saturday, April 4th and Sunday,
April 5th. Hirx commented, “We cannot wait
for this show to take off! The anticipation had
built up with a ton of people asking, ‘When
are auditions again?’ and ‘What should I
sing?’ So now we just need to get into rehearsals and prep for opening night!”

Feed your future
Get the inside story
on working abroad.
Begin at www.pwc.tv
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